Keypasco and Lydsec Partner Up to Provide the Greater China Region with the
Keypasco Secure Authentication Solution
Gothenburg, September 21, 2012 – Keypasco announces a partnership with Lydsec to offer the
Greater China Region the Keypasco secure authentication solution. Keypasco is happy to have
Lydsec as a partner and Keypasco representative. This partnership will fully integrate the Keypasco
software and knowledge with Lydsec market expertise.
A complete step-by-step integration process with personal assistance will be the result experienced by
the customers. With Lydsec’s market expertise Keypasco’s customers can relax knowing the contact
with this secure authentication solution and Keypasco’s software will be provided in a convenient
manner, adjusting language skills and culture knowledge to the Greater China Region.
The Keypasco multi-factor strong software allows a customer’s users to use personal devices,
wherever they wish to go, securely and convenient for a low annual cost. The software is easily
installed on the device and will work on the customers’ service pages and securely provide access
though encoded transaction data needed for identity verification, which are displayed on the screen.
Once verified, users can easily and securely access and use any provided service.
“We aim to provide the Keypasco ID Solution cloud service to the mass public in the Greater China
Region,” commented Chengi Lin, Chief Operating Officer at Lydsec.
“Lydsec provides strong local contacts in Taiwan within eCommerce, online gaming, banking as well
as government, which are in line with our ambitions for Keypasco.” added Maw-Tsong Lin, Chief
Executive Officer at Keypasco. “We strongly believe this partnership will quickly show good results.”
About Lydsec
Lydsec is a distributor of Keypasco AB in the Greater China sector, where the primary business is the promoting
and distributing of the Keypasco ID Solution. The core concept of Lydsec is to provide cloud services to the mass
public.
For more information visit www.lydsec.com, or contact Lydsec.
About Keypasco
We are at the heart of our rapidly changing digital culture. As with all paradigm shifts, there will be new
challenges. Some of the largest challenges with cloud services are security and integrity, crucial factors for
success and sustainability. With more than 20 years of individual experience in IT security, Keypasco’s founders
are the minds behind some of the revolutionary two factor authentication technology solutions used by leading
Internet banks today.
Keypasco develops secure software, which is designed and customized to be used on trusted devices. Keypasco
manage the software though its entire lifecycle, as well as the confidential data it contains. We deliver on the
society’s expanding needs for personal authentication services, identity protection, authenticated online services,
cloud computing access, eCommerce, eGovernment and eBanking services. Keypasco’s vision is to be a leading
supplier of services for securing cloud services.
For more information visit www.keypasco.com, www.keypascoid.com, or contact Keypasco.
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